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Abstract—Indirect algorithms for clutter parameter estimation using linear transformations of initial

data have been synthesized by the maximum likelihood method. The likelihood function was introduced

for the input samples transformed in accordance with the sum-difference algorithms. The estimation

algorithms of the interperiod correlation and Doppler phase shift coefficients derived by solving the

appropriate likelihood equations do not contain the traditional complex multiplication operation over

input data. The functional block diagram of the estimator of appropriate clutter parameters that can be

used in adaptive rejection filters is presented. The estimation accuracy analysis of required parameters of

clutter is performed depending on the size of training sample and correlation properties of clutter. The

comparison of simulation and calculation results for indirect and direct algorithms revealed their

complete match and confirmed the asymptotic efficiency of resultant estimates and the equivalence of

indirect and direct algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

A priori uncertainty of spectral-correlation characteristics of clutter created by background returns from

stationary or slowly moving objects and also their inhomogeneity and nonstationarity in the coverage area

hampers significantly the implementation of effective detection of moving targets against the background of

clutter [1, 2]. The overcoming of a priori uncertainty of clutter parameters in accordance with the

methodology of adaptive Bayes approach is based on the replacement of clutter unknown parameters with

their consistent estimates that results in the construction of adaptive algorithms and processing systems,

where the adaptive rejection filters are the major unit of such algorithms and systems [3, 4].

One of the main tasks arising during the adaptive clutter rejection is the estimation of unknown

parameters of clutter, namely, the argument and modulus of correlation coefficients. Optimal algorithms and

estimators of these parameters can be synthesized by the direct use of the maximum likelihood method

[5–12]. However, in a number of practical cases the realization of complex multiplication of input data

intrinsic to optimal algorithms under conditions of on-line operation of measuring devices becomes

problematic that results in indirect estimation algorithms free from this operation.

The known algorithms of indirect estimation of argument and modulus of correlation coefficient do not

follow from the statistical synthesis procedure [13–17]. Hence, they cannot be considered as optimal that, in

turn, limits the possibility of their use for obtaining the optimal Bayes decision rule. In this connection, it is

expedient to employ statistical criteria and synthesis methods for estimation algorithms free from complex

multiplication operations.

By specifying the form of some linear operations over initial quantities, it is conceivable to synthesize the

estimation algorithms and the structure of measurer of clutter parameters that are optimal under the specified

initial assumptions. The estimation algorithms and functional block diagram of the measurer of argument

and modulus of interperiod correlation coefficient employing the sum-difference algorithms were

synthesized by applying the maximum likelihood method with respect to the processes that were linearly

transformed in accordance with the specified algorithms.

LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION

We shall assume that the clutter created by background returns from extended objects is located in a

two-dimensional azimuth–range strobe and represents a narrowband Gaussian type random process. The
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